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Introduction 

The ETSI Open Source MANO community is proud to announce OSM Release THIRTEEN, meeting our 

already established cadence of two releases per year, alternating between LTS releases such as 

Release TWELVE (2 years support) and Standard releases (6 months support). 

 

OSM release cadence 

Release THIRTEEN includes significant improvements in many key areas. 

 

Release THIRTEEN - Feature summary 
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New architecture for closed-loop operations 

This release introduces a new scalable architecture for service assurance and closed-loop operations 

leveraging on cloud-native version of Apache Airflow and Prometheus. This architecture is prepared 

to cover the most demanding service assurance scenarios such as auto-healing and auto-scaling in 

large clouds and multiple edge sites. Release THIRTEEN incorporates new workflows for getting the 

state of Network Functions (NF), Network Services (NS) and VIM, and will gradually incorporate new 

capabilities in the next releases. 

Airflow monitoring pipelines for VM status, NS topology and VIM status 
New monitoring workflows have been implemented to retrieve VM status, NS topology and VIM 

status by means of Airflow Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs): 

• DAGs for VIM status and VM status are dynamically created depending on the number of VIM 

accounts. They have been designed to perform a single query to each VIM, thus reducing the 

interaction and reducing the resource consumption in comparison to the former MON 

architecture. 

• DAG for NS topology takes the information from MongoDB and populates the topology in a 

convenient format into Prometheus TSDB, adding an entry for each VM with labels for the 

corresponding VNF and NS, which will allow later correlation of this metric with other metrics to 

derive advanced metrics. 

 

Airflow DAGs for VIM status, VM status and NS topology 

In all the cases, the resulting metrics are pushed from the Airflow DAGs to Prometheus. 
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VM status 

Enabling addition of external targets to OSM Prometheus 
Metrics generated from the previous DAGs are pushed to Prometheus by means of a Prometheus 

Pushgateway, which integrates seamlessly with the existing OSM Prometheus thanks to this new 

feature that allows to configure additional Prometheus scrape targets at will. 

 

OSM Prometheus scrape targets 

Prometheus recording rules for VNF and NS status 
From the previously acquired VM status and NS topology, Prometheus Recording Rules are used to 

derive new metrics such as the VNF and the NS status, which are conceptually equivalent to the 

existing metrics for VNF status and NS obtained with the former MON architecture, but without the 

performance penalties and the scalability issues present in the former MON architecture. 
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Derived metrics for VNF and NS status 

Those basic indicators for VNF status and NS status will be the basis for building scalable closed loops 

for self-healing. 

Internal LCM evolution 

LCM module in OSM is responsible of managing the workflows associated to life cycle events of VNF 

and NS such as instantiation, termination, scaling, healing, and upgrading. In this Release, we have 

initiated the adoption of the Saga-based pattern for workflow management in selected operations. In 

addition, this release incorporates the communication channel between LCM and RO via Kafka. 

 

LCM evolution - First milestone 
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New capabilities for NS deployment 

OSM has proved to be successful in production environments in the deployment of NS. This release 

incorporates new capabilities for NS deployment such as the capability to make persistent volumes 

of NF permanent in the VIM, the ability to store CA certificates as part of VIM registration and 

update, or the automatic WIM selection for inter-DC networks. 

NF volume persistence 
With this new feature, it is possible now to make NF volumes persistent in the VIM after removing 

the NF. The intent to persist the volume can be specified in the descriptor or at instantiation time via 

the instantiation parameters. Below an example of the relevant excerpt of the VNF descriptor where 

the volume persistence is specified: 

virtual-storage-desc: 

- id: root-volume 

  type-of-storage: persistent-storage 

  size-of-storage: 10 

  vdu-storage-requirements: 

  - key: keep-volume 

    value: 'true' 

- id: persistent-volume 

  type-of-storage: persistent-storage 

  size-of-storage: 1 

  vdu-storage-requirements: 

  - key: keep-volume 

    value: 'true' 

VIM CA certificates 
So far, the CA certificates required to interact with a VIM had to be added manually to RO containers. 

With this feature, the CA certificates are specified at VIM registration/update time, as follows: 

osm vim-create --name openstack-site \ 

               --user admin \ 

               --password passwd \ 

               --auth_url https://10.10.10.12:5000/v3 \ 

               --tenant admin \ 

               --account_type openstack \ 

               --ca_cert /home/ubuntu/root_ca.pem 

Automatic WIM selection for inter-datacenter networks 
With this feature, the instantiation workflow has been updated to take into consideration the 

different scenarios of interconnection between sites through one or several WIM (WAN 

Infrastructure Manager). 

Basically, a user can specify that VNF1 lands in VIM1 and VNF2 lands in VIM2. Depending on the 

existence of a WIM and the instantiation parameters, the end user can control the WIM that will be 

used: 
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1. If there is no WIM interconnecting VIM1 and VIM2, the NF will be deployed and connected only 

to the VIM-local virtual networks 

2. If there is a registered WIM in OSM interconnecting VIM1 and VIM2, that WIM will be used to 

interconnect the VIM virtual networks. 

3. If more than one WIM is registered in OSM and is interconnecting VIM1 and VIM2, the end user 

can indicate the WIM to be used. 

4. Finally, the end user can disable the use of a WIM if desired by setting the instantiation 

parameter wim_account to False. 

Other features 

Improvements in Execution Environments 
Day-2 operations are a key capability in OSM, which provides added value to the mere deployment of 

NS and NF through the use of Execution Environments (EE). The Execution Environments are isolated 

environments that allow the execution of code to perform operations on the NF and NS. 

Release THIRTEEN provides an improved secured communication channel between helm-based EE 

and NF, the capability to upgrade helm-based EE and a new naming convention for Juju application in 

Juju-based EE. 

Better OSM installation experience 
The community installer will now be able to auto-detect installations of OSM behind a web proxy and 

perform the appropriate configurations, easing the global installation experience. 

 

OSM Air-gapped installation behind a proxy 

In addition, the internal process in OSM to generate the installation SW has incorporated the 

automatic publication of charms for charm-based installation. 

Finally, the new scalable architecture for service assurance can be installed as an experimental 

option --ng-sa in the community installer. 

Enhancements in the OSM client 
Finally, this release includes some improvements in the OSM client, such as: 
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• a more convenient registration of Prometheus-based telemetry systems as part of VIM 

registration and update, 

• the refactoring of OSM client commands, 

• and an installation procedure for OSM client in Windows and Red Hat Linux distros in addition 

to Ubuntu Linux distros. 
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